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ABSTRACT

cation applications for telemedicine, disaster management,
and scientiﬁc collaboration [1, 11, 14, 17, 27]. Today, all
trends indicate that the pace of innovation of new communication and collaborative applications is expected to accelerate further, given the growing support provided by the reliable and high-performance network infrastructure. Ackerman et al. [1] supports this claim by describing how
the advances in technology are expected to inﬂuence the
Telemedicine domain.

The rapidly growing, reliable network infrastructure available today is enabling several classes of communication and collaborative applications. Already, a wide
range of communication applications, tools and services
(e.g., IP telephony, instant messaging, digital video conferencing, and multimedia collaboration), and many domain- or industry-speciﬁc communication applications
(e.g., telemedicine, disaster management, and defense) have
been developed and deployed. However, these communication applications have been conceived, designed and developed vertically and separately with little or no connection to
each other. In addition, there has been little or no attention
paid to how the end-user speciﬁes his/her communication
needs when using these applications.

Despite the advances in the areas of high-level programming languages (from Java to visual languages) and
development environments (e.g., Eclipse 1 ), and the generation of numerous network libraries (e.g., TCP/IP Sockets),
the development of a communication application remains a
cumbersome and costly process. In addition to the development complexity, communication applications are tied to
the networks considered at development time and cannot
keep pace with the rapidly changing network speciﬁcations
and capabilities (new protocols like SIP, WiFi IEEE 802.11,
H323 [10]). In short, today there is no common model, architecture, or systematic method to specify communication
services that are reconﬁgurable, and network- and deviceindependent. This signiﬁcantly limits the pace of innovation for a new generation of communication tools, and thus
slows down the return on massive investment on network
infrastructure and limits industry growth.

We propose a new paradigm to deﬁne user-centric communications, which is based on a simple and declarative Communication Modeling Language (CML) and a network abstraction middleware, which we call Communication Virtual Machine (CVM). To clarify this paradigm we draw a
parallelism to the transformation that has taken place in
the data management domain over the last two decades. In
this paper we focus on CML and present two concrete and
equivalent variants, an XML-based and a graphical. We argue that the proposed CML can facilitate the speciﬁcation
of a wide range of user-centric communication scenarios in
several domains.

We present a new paradigm to develop and deploy usercentric communication applications which satisﬁes the following requirements: (a) be declarative and intuitive, (b)
provide a level of abstraction on both the device and network speciﬁcs, and (c) integrate seamlessly with applications to handle their communication logic. Note we the
term user represents an end-user or an application. This
paradigm consists of a simple and declarative Communication Modeling Language (CML), and a network abstraction
middleware, which we call Communication Virtual Machine (CVM). We identify the following major challenges
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1. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of communication applications
are being developed and deployed due to the continuous
improvement in network capacity and reliability. Examples
range from IP telephony, instant messaging, video conferencing, multimedia collaboration, to specialized communi-
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Figure 1: Parallelism to mediator technology in data management.
language.

to realize these requirements: First, what properties must
a language possess to be intuitive yet powerful enough to
model the majority of user-centric communication scenarios? Second, how can this modeling language ﬁt into the
process of application development in order to handle the
communication-speciﬁc functionality (the communication
logic)? Third, how can a communication scenario speciﬁed with this declarative modeling language be realized on
a heterogeneous collection of networks and devices? In this
paper we address the ﬁrst two questions. We address the
third question in [10], which is reviewed in Section 2.

In the communication domain there is a similar need
to abstract the underlying device and network infrastructure
and provide a uniﬁed communication abstraction layer. The
CVM plays the role of the mediator and it handles the execution of communication requests speciﬁed in CML (which
corresponds to XQuery in Figure 1). The Network Communication Broker (NCB) [26], described in Section 2, plays
the role of the data wrapper and provides an abstraction of
the network and device speciﬁcs. Notice that the arrows
between the left and right parts of Figure 1 depict the correspondences between the two paradigms.

Parallelism to data management. To better understand the
proposed paradigm, we draw a parallelism to the data management area. Figure 1 captures the parallelism between
the proposed paradigm and accessing heterogeneous data
sources. As the use of computers and databases increases,
we reach a point where data (for a particular organization
or for the whole internet) is dispersed to a large number of
sources with different data models (e.g., relational, XML,
text, and so on), data schemas and querying interfaces (e.g.,
SQL, XQuery, and keyword search). However, applications require access to multiple of these data sources and
researchers have found that developing specialized access
mechanisms for each data source is cumbersome and also
inﬂexible since if a legacy database is replaced by a newer
one, the application has to be changed. Hence, the logical data abstraction paradigm has been proposed, to hide
the speciﬁcs of the underlying sources and export a uniform
interface to the applications for querying data. The right
part of Figure 1 shows a popular mediator architecture [5],
where XQuery [24] is used as the common data extraction

Contributions. In this paper we:
1. Propose a new paradigm for specifying user-centric
communication.
2. Present a new Communication Modeling Language
(CML) for user-centric communications. Two equivalent variants of CML are deﬁned: an XML-based (XCML) and a graphical (G-CML).
3. Describe our prototype that supports our new paradigm
for user-centric communication.
4. Present a case study on the communications needs in
a real medical environment. We show how CML can
model the communication needs for this environment.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the Communication Virtual Machine
(CVM). Section 3 describes formally the two CML variants
and the transformation between them. Section 4 presents
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and coordinate the delivery of communication services to
users independent of the underlying network conﬁguration,
and (4) network communication broker (NCB), which provides a network-independent API to the user-centric communication middleware and works with the underlying networks to implement the communication services. Each
layer in the CVM model on the initiator side communicates
virtually with its peer layer at the participant site (see Figure 2). The user communication interface communicates
changes to a communication instance or schema (see Section 3) to its peer layer, the synthesis engine negotiates elements of the communication instances with its peer layer,
the user-centric communication middleware performs the
actual communication logic deﬁned in the communication
instance with its peer, while the network communication
broker (NCB) handles session communication with its peer.
This layered division of responsibility has similar principles
to the well established OSI layered stack model for network
communication [9].

our prototype and the details of the architecture of the CVM
layer where the user communication needs are speciﬁed.
Section 5 discusses the related work and we conclude in
Section 6.

2. CVM
In this section we provide an overview of the Communication Virtual Machine (CVM) which enables the realization of the user communication needs speciﬁed using the
Communication Modeling Language (CML). The essence
of CVM is that it facilitates a user-centric communication
deﬁned using CML. As shown in Figure 2, CVM lies between the communication network and the user (or application). The user deﬁnes a communication scenario using
CML, and CVM handles the execution of the communication.
The design of CVM handles the common tasks performed by communication applications. These tasks include: presentation of the data/information being communicated, interfacing with user devices that are sources/sinks
for the data/information, composition of the communication services that the application provides (to end-users),
and interfacing with underlying communication network(s)
that deliver the data/information. A key design principle
of CVM is the separation of concerns. The ﬂexibility of
CVM comes from separating and encapsulating major aspects of communication concerns into individual compartments, which can be handled separately. At a broader level,
CVM encapsulates the speciﬁcation and processing of user
communication logic into a horizontal layer cross cutting
different communication applications and services, and by
doing so, it allows us to uniformly and systematically address these concerns across these applications. In addition,
it provides the conceptual basis to develop uniform interfaces to communication devices and networks and hence
makes it possible to manage user communication transparent to the heterogeneity of device types, network protocols
and conﬁgurations.

The architecture of CVM offers the following desirable features:
On-Demand Programmable and User-Centric Communication. Rather than being forced to use ﬁxed, custom
or generic communication products, CVM allows users to
specify their communication needs (in CML).
Horizontal Uniﬁcation and Uniform User Experience.
The design of CVM is network, device, and application
independent. Hence, it is well positioned to serve as the
”middleware” to bridge the gap between network services
and end-user communication needs, and allow the model to
adapt to future changes in these areas.
Automated Service Delivery and Dynamic Reconﬁguration and Adaptation. The CVM has the ability to automatically generate communication applications from the
declarative user communication instance and schema. This
automated CVM synthesis process removes the need for
costly software development required for stovepipe communication tools and makes on-demand composition of
communication services possible.
We now provide the intuition behind the role and feasibility of the synthesis engine (see [10] for details). The
role of the synthesis engine is to automatically transform
a declarative user communication instance to an imperative control script for the user-centric communication middleware. These control scripts represent the network- and
device-independent control logic represented in CML. The
synthesis engine puts together the control script by appropriately combining pre-deﬁned scripts (e.g. schema and instance negotiation, communication session establishment,
etc.) based on the user communication schema and instance. These scripts are created as services within the

As mentioned earlier, the CVM divides communication
concerns into four major levels of abstraction. The four levels of abstraction, shown in Figure 2, represent the key artifacts of the CVM and include the: (1) user communication
interface, which allows users to declaratively specify their
communication needs and requirements (in CML), (2) synthesis engine, which provides the process and techniques
to automatically synthesize a user communication instance
(a speciﬁcation of communication using CML as explained
in Section 3) to an executable form called communication
control script, (3) user-centric communication middleware,
which executes the communication control script to manage
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Figure 2: Layered architecture of the Communication Virtual Machine.
device characteristics.
Expressiveness: Model the large majority of communication scenarios 2 .

user-centric communication middleware, which in turn interfaces with the NCB to handle session establishment and
media communication. The speciﬁcs of NCB and usercentric communication middleware are presented in [26],
and will not be further discussed here.

In order to reﬁne the expressiveness requirement, we
identify the following primitive communication operations:

In contrast to general-purpose, model-driven application development [3], such synthesis is possible because of
the following reasons. First, procedures and patterns governing basic communication services are well deﬁned and
well understood, and can thus be encoded into the transformation algorithms. Second, the combination of the code
pieces cannot be performed in any arbitrary way, but only in
limited and known-in-advance ways, since CML has limited
expressive power. Third, the communication instance deals
only with network-, device- and application-independent
communication logic; and its structure is thus relatively
simple. Section 3 deﬁnes in detail the exact expressive
power of CML.

1. Establish a connection.
2. Specify requested properties for a connection or a particular data transfer. These properties include quality
of service, security, access rights, suggested handling
of transferred data.
3. Transfer a piece of data or a data stream.
4. Group the transferred data such that the receiving sides
become aware of their association.
5. Close connection.
Notice that the above operations are by no means an exhaustive list. We considered a much longer list but chose the
above in order to build a minimal, intuitive and adequately
expressive ﬁrst version of CML. Other operators which we
have considered but have postponed for later versions include communication constraints (e.g., if bandwidth is low
then do not send video streams) and timing commands (e.g.,
transfer the sensor output every 5 seconds). The goal of
CML as the ﬁrst language in this area is to trigger the research community to start developing communication languages in order to eventually reach a well-accepted standard3 .

3. MODELING USER COMMUNICATION
In this section we describe the requirements of a communication modeling language, which we distilled after
studying several test cases and discussing with domain experts. Then, we present the Communication Modeling Language (CML) which is our proposed language to meet the
stated requirements. In particular, we have identiﬁed the
following requirements for the communication modeling
language:
Simplicity: Be simple and intuitive.
Network-independence: Be independent of network and

2 Similar

to SQL which can express the large majority of data queries
the same way as XQuery emerged by combining multiple earlier
XML language proposals
3 In
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1.

userSchema ::= local connection {connection}

2.

connection ::= mediaAttached connection

3.

local ::= person isAttached device

4.

remote ::= device isAttached person

5.

mediaAttached ::= {medium} {form}

6.

device ::= device deviceCapability {deviceCapability}

7.

form ::= {form} {medium} | form

8.

person ::= personNameA personIDA personRoleA

9.

device ::= deviceIDA

10.

medium ::= builtinTypeA mediumURLA

11.

deviceCapability ::= builtinTypeA

12.

form ::= suggestedApplicationA actionA

13.

actionA ::= ”send” | ”doNotSend” | ”startApplication”

remote {remote}

suggestedApplicationA actionA

Figure 4: Predeﬁned (built-in) types for the CML.
personRoles, and so on. For presentation purposes we have
converted (and simpliﬁed) parts of this XML Schema to Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) [22] form (stripping out
reference constraints that cannot be represented in EBNF),
shown in Figure 3, in order to explain the basic components
of CML. Notice that Figure 3 depicts an attribute grammar,
where attributes are denoted by an “A” subscript, terminals
by boldface and non-terminal by italics. Figure 4 shows
the hierarchy of builtin types (builtinTypeA ) currently supported in the CML implementation in CVM.

Figure 3: EBNF representation of X-CML.
CML is used to deﬁne a communication schema as well
as a communication instance 4 . A schema deﬁnes the allowed conﬁgurations and data transfers. The relation between a schema and an instance is like the relation between
a class and an object. An instance is a diagram in which all
ﬁelds are ﬁlled with actual values. It captures all information in a communication at a particular point in time, such
as who are the participants, what kind of capability each
device has, what is being transferred in this connection, etc.
On the other hand, a schema only provides some conﬁgurations on what a conforming instance may contain.

CML deﬁnes a user-centric communication schema or
instance. By user-centric we mean that all communications
deﬁned by a user in CML involve this user. This is shown in
the ﬁrst derivation rule of Figure 3, where a single “local”
entity is deﬁned for all connections the user is involved. A
connection is a user session, and is deﬁned as a communication between a group of participants where exchanged
data is by default transferred to all participants. In addition to the local side, a connection contains a set of media
(mediaAttached) currently transferred in the connections
(session) and a set of remote participants (remote). Both
local and remote participants are associated with a communication device (e.g., PC, cell phone), which is associated
by a set of capabilities (deviceCapability). Notice how
the speciﬁc characteristics of a device like type (PC or cell
phone) or the network where it is connected (IP or cellular) are not deﬁned, nor required. The reason is that CML
operates on an abstraction of the underlying network and
devices as mentioned above. We assume there is a single
device per person, which can be relaxed in future versions
if needed.

In particular, we can specify in a schema the types of
participants (the personRole attribute of person in Figure 3), the types of transferred data (allowed builtin-Type in
medium in Figure 3), and the capabilities of the involved
devices (deviceCapability in Figure 3). On the other
hand, an instance is created by instantiating the entities of a
schema. For example, the abstract person entity in a schema
is replaced by one or more person instances (persons with
speciﬁed personIDs). We show examples of communication instances and schemas in Section 3.4. We present two
equivalent variants of CML: the XML-based (X-CML) and
the graphical (G-CML). The former is the version that CVM
understands and processes, while the later was developed
for user-friendliness reasons. In Section 3.3 we present algorithms for the automatic translation between X-CML and
G-CML. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe X-CML and G-CML
respectively.

3.1. X-CML

A medium is a data piece or data stream, like a Word
document or a live video feed respectively. A medium has a
type which is one of the predeﬁned types (builtinTypeA )
supported by the system, a mediumURLA that contains
the location of the medium (a ﬁle location for a data piece
or a port for a data stream), a suggestedApplicationA

X-CML is XML-based and hence its syntax is deﬁned
by an XML Schema. Appendix A [7] deﬁnes a generic communication schema, with no constraints on multiplicities,
4 Similar to how a database language (e.g., SQL) is used to deﬁne both
the database schema and the database in-stance
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∗

indicates zero or more occurrences.

+

indicates one or more occurrences.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Grammar for the G-CML.
is used to create graphical communication models for both
communication schemas and instances. Figure 5 shows the
graphical language for G-CML. Figure 5(a) shows the nonterminal deﬁnitions of G-CML, while Figure 5(b) shows
the terminal deﬁnitions. The number in the ﬁrst column of
Figure 5(a) corresponds to the equivalent production in the
EBNF representation of X-CML, shown in Figure 3. For
example, the ﬁrst row of the table in Figure 5(a) shows the
structure of the userSchema non-terminal, which consists
of the local non-terminal connected to one or more connection non-terminals (connection). To indicate that a symbol
may be repeated we use the character “∗ ” for zero or more
repetitions and “+ ” for one or more repetitions. The ﬁrst
row of the table in Figure 5(b) shows the terminal for connection, which consists of a diamond shaped box with the
label “connection”. The remaining non-terminals and terminals in Figure 5 can be described in a similar manner.

which deﬁnes the application that can be used to view or
process a medium (e.g., Powerpoint for ppt ﬁles), and an
actionA which deﬁnes a default action that is performed on
a medium. Actions “send” and “doNotSend” mean transfer automatically the medium or wait for the user to choose
respectively, while ”startApplication” orders the system to
open the suggested application of the medium once transferred.
Finally, we believe it is crucial to model complex data.
For example, we present a medical scenario described in
Section 3.4 that requires transfers of complex medical data
consisting of multiple simple media. Complex data are represented using forms in CML, which are nested structures
that contain media as well as user-deﬁned attributes (e.g.,
media with common suggestedApplicationA or actionA
settings can be grouped together in a form).

G-CML uses a notation similar to E-R diagrams, however the semantics are different. The symbols used in GCML can be classiﬁed into three categories, these include:
(1) entities - person, device, medium and form, (2) re-

3.2. G-CML
The graphical variant of CML (G-CML) is analogous
to the E-R diagram [6] in the database world. The G-CML
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Figure 6: G-CML instance for the medical scenario.
lationships - connection and isAttached, (3) attributes properties of the entities (e.g., suggestedApplicationA ).
Section 3.4 describes an example of how G-CML is used to
model a medical scenario.

followed by one or more connection non-terminals. Note
that the EBNF grammar shown in Figure 3 represents the
generic communication schema deﬁned in X-CML in Appendix A of [7].

3.3. Transformation between G-CML and XCML

3.4. Illustrative Example
To illustrate how CML is used to model the communication needs for an application we apply it to a real scenario
from the medical domain, which we constructed with the
help of our collaborators from the Miami Children’s Hospital (MCH) [4]. We show how the user communication
needs are modeled using G-CML and the transformation to
the equivalent X-CML.

To achieve the transformation between X-CML and GCML and vice-versa we borrow techniques used in modelbased software development [13]. However, unlike the
techniques used in model-based software development, our
paradigm caters to a more restricted domain thereby providing us with the capability of easily automating the transformation process. The transformation between the two models is analogous to the concept of round-trip engineering
in model-based software development. Heckel and Voigt
[13] state that pair grammars are used to describe the source
and target languages together with a correspondence between source and target sentences. The authors show how
pair grammars may be used to transform UML models to
BPEL4WS [13], we use a similar approach to convert between the communication models. The pair grammars we
use in our models are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 5 respectively, where some details have been omitted due to
space restrictions. We point out that the grammars in Figure 3 and Figure 5 are attribute grammars that is, terminals
may have attributes associated with them. The left production rules of the pair grammar are shown in Figure 3 and the
right production rules are shown in Figure 5.

Scenario: Patient John Demo has been referred by Dr.
Sanchez (a heart specialist) to the Miami Children’s Hospital (MCH) for heart surgery. Dr. Monteiro performs the
surgery on patient John Demo. After surgery Dr. Monteiro
contacts the referring doctor, Dr. Sanchez, to let him know
that the surgery went well and to show him the echocardiogram (echo) of the patient. Dr. Monteiro also sends Dr.
Sanchez the updated medical record for patient John Demo.
We deﬁne the communication schema and instance using G-CML. Figure 6 shows the communication instance of
the medical scenario. With the schema deﬁned, we can construct this instance quickly by assigning actual values to the
attributes associated with each entity and relationship. We
do not show the schema due to space limitations. The participants in the communication instance shown in Figure 6
are Dr. Monteiro (the initiator) and Dr. Sanchez (the recipient). The deviceCapabilities for each device in the connection are LiveAudio, VideoFile, and TextFile. A form is
sent named PatientRec1, of formType PatientRec. The
two media in this form are RecSummary.html (TextFile)
and RecEcho.mpg (VideoFile). The corresponding X-

We use the numbers of the production rules to show the
correspondence between the rules. For example in Figure 3,
Rule 1 for the left production states that a userSchema, the
start symbol, consists of a local non-terminal and one or
more connections. The right production in Figure 5(a) also
shows that a userSchema consists of the local non-terminal
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CML representation for the instance of Figure 5 is shown
in Appendix B [7].

4. USER COMMUNICATION INTERFACE
PROTOTYPE
To demonstrate the feasibility of using CML to specify the communication needs for user-centric applications,
our research group has developed a prototype of the CVM.
This prototype follows the layered architecture described in
Section 2. In this section we describe the architecture of the
layer where the communication logic is deﬁned, the User
Communication Interface (UCI), which is the top layer in
the CVM (Figure 2). We also provide an overview of our
working prototype using the scenario of Section 3.4.
Figure 7: Block diagram of the User Communication
Interface (UCI).

4.1. Architecture of UCI
Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the UCI and the two
possible ways a user/application can interact with the UCI.
The ﬁgure also shows the ﬂow of control and data, between
the user/application, the UCI and the Synthesis Engine (next
layer in Figure 2). The UCI consists of four major components: (1) the communication modeling environment - provides the user with an environment to develop communication models (G-CML models) and transforms these models
into an X-CML model, (2) the schema transformation environment - transforms a X-CML instance to a synthesisready-X-CML instance or stores the X-CML model to the
repository, (3) the repository - stores artifacts (e.g., grammar rules and CML schemas) to support the creation of
CML models and the transformation between CML models, and (4) the UCI to synthesis engine (UCI-SE) interface
- provides a conduit for interaction with the synthesis engine.

environment to develop the G-CML model.

4.2. Application of CVM
In our prototype, CVM is integrated with a medical
R
data retrieval system (i-Rounds
) [23] to provide communication between medical practitioners. Our prototype
is a collaborative effort between the School of Computing
and Information Sciences at FIU, Miami Children’s HosR
R
pital (MCH), Teges
Corporation [23] and IBM
. MCH
is providing our research team with real scenarios in the
Telemedicine domain. The article by Burke and White [4]
from MCH describes how information technology is being
used to improve clinical outcomes for a congenital heart
R
team. Teges
provided us with access to the Integrated
Clinical Information System (i-Rounds), which stores and
displays all medical data in MCH. IBM provided expertise
in the use of voice technology to interact with the i-Rounds
system.

The main processing performed by the schema transformation environment is transforming the X-CML model
into a synthesis-ready-X-CML model. This involves parsing the X-CML model to identify if: (1) values are required
for any ﬁelds in the control or data parts of the X-CML, and
(2) a form type is declared or used in X-CML. Any missing data is set to default values that was either saved by
the user in a proﬁle or to the system default values. User
communication models may be submitted to the CVM for
processing via the UCI using one of the two approaches,
these are: (1) a user/developer interacting with the graphical interface in the communication modeling environment
to develop a communication model (schema or instance), or
(2) a user application submitting an X-CML instance of the
user communication In the current version of the prototype
we are using Visual Language Desk (VLDesk) system [8]
as the graphical framework in the communication modeling

Our prototype implements the scenario described in
Section 3.4, i.e., sending a summary of a patient record after a surgery. To send the post-operation patient record the
following steps are executed by the surgeon, Dr. Monteiro.
We assume that Dr. Monteiro is still in the operating room.
1. Dr. Monteiro activates the i-Rounds system and retrieves the patient record for John Demo using the
voice commands.
2. Dr. Monteiro activates the CVM client interface with
a voice command.
3. Dr. Monteiro tells the CVM client interface to contact
Dr. Sanchez.
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entities have attributes that are shown in the entity box itself. We used VLDesk, a tool created by Costagliola et al.
[8], to create the G-CML models in the UCI. However, the
VLDesk tool lacks the functionality of transforming an XCML document into a G-CML model, a problem we are
currently addressing. We applied the concept of the pair
grammar during model transformation in the UCI [8, 13].

4. Dr. Monteiro then tells the CVM client interface to
send the patient record.
After Dr. Monteiro retrieves the patient record using iRounds, the “patient dash board” (the page navigation tool
in i-Rounds) is displayed with the CVM client interface embedded. As Dr. Monteiro performs steps 2 and 3 the communication model is created showing a connection between
himself and Dr. Sanchez. When step 4 is perform the CVM
send a form containing the current patient record to Dr.
Sanchez. When the form arrives on Dr. Sanchez’s device
the CVM displays the i-Rounds page containing the patient
information. It should be noted that for user-friendliness
purposes, a more high-level (icon-based) variant of G-CML
is used that we internally map to G-CML. Additional information on the prototype, including screen shots, is provided
in [7].

The modeling of the transmission media in the CML
is conservative when compared to the other models used to
describe media, such as the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) [12] or the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [25]. We decided to keep the attributes and actions
associated with the media simple to cater for the novice
user. However, we envision the extension of the attributes
and actions, and the inclusion of constraints in the future
version of the CML based on the DCMI and RDF.
Anderson et al. [2] describes an architecture style that
tightly couples the conceptual and implementation software
architectures. This approach focuses on the development
process of a multiuser interactive system by transforming
the conceptual design into implementation details such as
code and data distribution, caching and concurrency control. Phillips and Graham [21] present an architectural style
for synchronous groupware that allows the developer to design a conceptual architecture and semi-automatically reﬁne
the design into an distributed implementation at runtime.
Our approach to specifying communication models is similar to the that of scenario-based modeling by Phillips and
Graham [21], except that we focus only on the communication aspect. Unlike these approaches [2, 21] of developing
groupware, our approach focuses on providing the groupware user/developer with a means of specifying the communication requirements of the application.

After Dr. Monteiro performs Step 3 shown above, the
X-CML instance generated is shown in Appendix B [7].
This model is then passed to the CVM for processing. The
UCI transforms the X-CML instance into a X-CML version ready for synthesis, validates the X-CML instance, and
sends it to the synthesis engine for processing. The remaining layer of the CVM processes the request and delivers the
contents of the media to the receiver’s CVM.

5. RELATED WORK
Our survey of the literature revealed that although work
has been done in the various areas of user-centric computing, there is currently no modeling language for deﬁning user-centric communication models that is simple to
use and has the expressiveness of CML. Although several
model languages are used in software engineering and data
modeling none of them posses the properties outlined in
Section 3. We considered using a subset of UML 2.0 [19]
but realized that in order to create a model of the data to
be communicated and the logic of the communication several UML diagrams would be required. That is, we would
require both static and dynamic UML diagrams to model
the communication required by the user, thereby making the
modeling process less user-centric.

Communications services, such as the use of frameworks for IP-based telecommunication (JAIN SIP [15], and
Java Media Framework [16], are usually tightly coupled
with the user applications. Our approach allows for the decoupling of the communication services from the application logic thereby providing for (1) greater ﬂexibility during
maintenance, (2) the ease of extending the communication
capabilities of the application, and (3) the ability to dynamically change the communication model at runtime.

Many of the concepts exhibited in model driven software development (MDSD) [3] and model-driven architectures (MDA) [18, 20] are used in developing our CML.
These concepts include the use of a visual modeling environment, meta-models, and model transformations. Unlike
the approaches in MDSD and MDA we focus on a more
restricted domain i.e., communication. Our G-CML language is similar to the E-R model [6] notation; however
the semantics we use are different. Unlike the E-R model,
we represent instances of the schema and in some cases the

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a new paradigm to specify
the communication needs of a user (end-user or application). A language (CML) was presented to specify the communication logic at a high-level thereby ignoring the particular characteristics of the underlying networks and devices.
CML is supported by the CVM system [DSC05]. Further-
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more, two variants of CML were presented, an XML-based
(X-CML) and a graphical (G-XML), along with a description of the transformation process between them.

[10] Y. Deng, S. M. Sadjadi, P. J. Clarke, C. Zhang, V. Hristidis,
R. Rangaswami, and N. Prabakar. A uniﬁed architectural
model for on-demand user-centric communications. Technical Report FIU-SCIS-2005-09, Florida International University, Sep 2005.

In the future we will extend CML and then CVM to
handle the new CML features. These features will allow the
user to specify access control for various participant roles,
constraints on the data communication, and a communication logging system. We envision that as more communication services become available to the user, CML will eventually become the language of choice to specify communication requirements.

[12] Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI).
dublincore.org/ (Dec 2005).
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